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ABSTRACT
The etiology and identification .of learning
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electroencephalographers, specialists in communicative disorders,
social workers, and educators. (SB)
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TEAM APPROACH IN ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT OF

CHILDREN flITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

Until recent year's, children who had problems in rearning.and

adjustments were categorized as mentally retarded, sensorily impaired,

or emotionally disturbed. In some cases, special education classes

were established to teach these unfortunate children. More often the

Children were ignored due to lack of knowledge, facilities, and

interest. HOwever, it was discovered that, given the opportunity,

many so-called "mentally retarded" children performed at high levels

in certain areas, and when proper stimulation was provided others

overcame their "retardation."

Often a learning disabled child is classed as a lazy student, a

dunmy, the clats clown, or one,grossly /ackingmotivatioip. He may

alSo be recognized as a juvenile delinquent or a drug addict. Often

this child disrupts the class and cannot follow the/instruction. IHe

is, also categorized at undisciplined., bored, underaOligving,.spoiled,

slow learning, and daydreaming. At'kirst the parents may be led to

//'
believe that their child will outgrow this difficulty, but as the

student falls 'progressively behln in his scho lwork so, corresponding-

!ly,do the behavior problems ihc e# se.

Definition o4 Learning Disabilitigs

Just what does the term "learning

;/,

alle'd" mean? According to

Bannatyne, "14 child with learning disa 7ities is one who has a number
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of specific deficits in perceptual, integiative, relationator

expressiverocesses not attributable to sense-organ defectS which

impair learning efficiency. This includes children who have central

nervous system dysfunction which is expressed primarily in impaired

.Learning efficien6r" (Bannatyne, 1973).

The following definition has been suggested by the National

Advisory Committee to the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped'

which is a branch of the U.S. Office of Education:

Children with special learning disbilities exhibit a disorder

in one or more of the basicTsychological processes involved

in understanding or using spoken 92 written language. These

c
.,

may be manifested in disorders of listening, thinking, talking,

reading; writing, spelling, or arithmetic. jThey include con-
,

ditions which have been referred to as perceptual'handicaPs,

brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, developmental

aphasia, etc. They do not incl-de learning problems which are

due primarily to visual*, hearing, or motor handicaps,-or to

m ental retar dation, emotional
disturbance, or to environmental

disadvantage.
Children With Special Learnirig

Disabilities Act of 419691, PL91-230

The Elementary -and Secondary

Amendments of l5t9 (Bryan and Bryan,

1975)

.Thi-Zdefinition is used to prepare proposals for federal funding of

servicas::fbr Yearning. disabled children.

The' State of Michigan defines a leaning disabled child as:

. A person identified by an educational plarining and placement '

4
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committedbased on a comprehensive evaluation by +a qualified

school psych§logist as having one or more of the following,

problems: e

A) disorder in the basic psychological process iqh'spoken or

written language

B) aisorder of a visual perceptiye nature

C) disokder of the cognitive or psychomotor domains

D) unsatisfactory performance not based on educational or

cultural background

E) child needs a special educational setting in which to function

Mandatory ict R 340.1713 Ride 13.

Kirk's definition, aslquoted.by Lerner, emphasizes difficulty

academic and learning tasks:

t3

A learning Disability refers to a retardation, disorder, or delayed
'

development,in one or morof the pr ocesses of speech; language,

_reading, writing, arithmetic, o- other school subjects resulting

from a psychological handicap caused by a pOssible cerebral dys-

functibn and /or emotional or behavioral disturbance, It is. not

-the rest4t of mental retardation, sensory deprivation, or

cultural or instructional factors (Lerner,.. 1976).

Mykiebust supports Kirk's -fleflition 1)Ystating that the learning

disability group ishomogeneous'in that it consists of children who

are not primrily retarded, emotionally disturbed, sensorially

impaired, culturally deprived, or grossly cerebral.palsied, yet, who

'are unable to learn and profit from the normal educational experiences.



'The group is heterogeneous, in that the learning problem vary in both

type and degree (Mykelbust, 1963).

"Because of the hetergeneous'nature of this group of children',,

the concept of'specific learning disability has been hard to define,"

says Kirk (1972). Many labels are used to define a learning disabled

child, such as."dyslexic child," "perceptually handicapped child,"

and "neurolOgically.handicapped child." The terms "minimal brain

-

dysfunction" and "central nervous system dysfunction" are often used

to define these children. "Specific language disability" is used for

children with prOblems in'that area-and "aphasia" is used for children

with delayed speech. The area of learning disabilities is of interest

to parents and'educators, as well as psychiatrists, .neurophysioiogists,

psychologists, speech pathologists, family physicians,-,and many others.

Because of the wide area of approach to this subject it is extremell,

difficult to arrive at any one single definition.

Thire seem to be two categories of thought in defining a child

with learning di4abilities: 1) definitions which apply reference to

the functioning of the central nervous system as they relate to

learning disabilities and 2) those'definitions which emphasize the

learning and, behavior disorders withoUt special-reference to central

nervous system etiology or minimal brain dysfunction as the cause

.,

(Kirk, 1972).
...!..

;

Clemments (1966), in his definition, puts a4phasis on the
\

.., i

deviant.functions,ofd-the central nervous systemias the cause of gehM.or

. .
.

abnormalities.ranging from mild toltevere. lhOStates
f

6
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Children 'of near average, average, or above average general

intelligence with learning and/or certain behavioral abnormalities

ranging from mild to severe, which are associated with subtle

4,

deviant functions of the central nervous system. These
.

may be
.

. ..i

a
* At.

characterized by various combinations of deficit in perception,

conceptualization, langUage,_memory and control of attention,

impulse, or motor function (Clements, 1966).

To summarize the various definitions cite4 above, one could say

that,a child with le'arning_disabilities is not a retarded child. On

the contrary, he is intelligent enough to know that he is experiencing

trouble in learning and adjusting.. He, recognizes his perceptual

problems; he feels his lack of organization and ability to put into

meaning what he sees, hears, and thinks. Usually he has no obvious

physical handicaps. He is not primarily emotionally disturbed, although

he frequently displays inapprbpriate behavior,. He comes from.any

economic level, racial origin, or religious background. His problems

center in the areas of reading, writing, and-language usage. Often

a learning disabled child is a boy rather than a girl.

Characteristics

What are the general characteristics or warning signs to look

,

for in identifying u learning disabled child?

1. He can',t cope; although he has normal or above verage I.Q.

2. His behavior is inappropri'ate.- He makes disruptive noises,

ignores requests, or engages in idleness. Example: He stares at the

wall or out of the window.

7
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3. He is distrasp.ve.

4. He displays apparent ldziness; he seems to have a low energy

level.

,4 Shows signs Of withdrawal.

6. His attention span is short. Also he is a poor listener and
,

often misunderstands instructions.

7. He iS uncooperative in his voluntary participation.

8. He has poor memory.

9. He displays poor coordination.

10. He is hyperactiv.e. For example, he stands up constantly,

runs 'around, turns in his chair, or rooks.
), A

11. He works from .right to left, not from left to right.

. 12. He confuses laterality; for-example, right and left.

13. :He writes lettersupside down or backwards.

14. He walkS, runs, and skips more awkwardly than his peers. ,

.

i.15.- He is aggressive.

16. He rejects his peers, or his peers reject him..

17. He shows general confusion about direction.

18. He is usually a disorganized person. Often his d

and he can't find things.

19.,He is impulsive. He does the un ected. Fo 'pie, he

is mes sy

hits or kicks other pupils, walks

attention.

ly dbout, constantly seeks

.
He functions well belo the level of expectation in reading,

writing,' .and related language ak ts.tachniqueb.

6
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The child may not have problems in all of these areas, but if

,.
.

he shows, three warning signs then parents and teachers have legitimate
/

/

reason to seek professional help.
.

c

pecific Areas of Problems

//
A learning disabled child may be lacking in one or more '.of the

9

7'

following 16 skills:

1. Auditory reception-.-the ability to comprehend the spoken 67d.

In observing classroom behavior, a teacher may observe a child who seems

to be normally intelligent in most areas, but 1,7ho is unable_to grasp,

very simple, short directions. This child:usually enjoys stories or

understands directions if pictures; diagrams, or gestures are used.

2. Visual reception- -the ability to comprehend pictures and

written.words. The child fails to grasp context clues when reading from

the illustrations in readers. Frequently he cannot, explain what is

ha pening. When asked to rearrange a series of-pictures in 'the proper

order, he may have difficulty. Ofte:; he cah succeed bettei if he is

ow asked to verbalize what is 'happening in each picture.

3. Auditory association- -the ability to draw relationships from

what is heard. It' is necessary for the child to hold two concepts in

mind and find their parallel aspects, - -to understand not only two

isolated eoncepts, but the relationship between the 'two.. Children who

experience difficulty in this area often do foolish things because

they do not see the present situation in relationship to past exper-

ipnce or future consequenced. They donot see the two situations in

juxtaposition. It is oftdn difficult' for them to generalize from one

'situation to another.

9



4. Visual association- -the ability to relate meaningful visual

symbols. Visual association is the organizing prdcess i:therqby A

Child sees the relationship between concepts presented visually. We're

n the child must &cep the two concepts In mind and recognize the

8

point to point correspondence between them. For -example, he must see

that a pin and,a thimble have.a relationship to each other bechusesthey

are used together in sewing. When asked' to tell about a picture, a
.

child with poor visual association is more apt to describe objects or

label them than to tell a story or relate various parts of the picture.

He may also do poorly in craft work because he does not see the

relationships among materials or develop parallel ideas to others

seen. These children often fail to see absurdities in pictures and

have difficulty grasping the content of a story from a series of

pictures in the right sequence.

5. Auditory memory--the ability Co retain and recall in'ormation.

Factors such as distractability, anxiety and hyperactivity influence

a child's ability to remember a sequence of auditory stimuli :Dng

enough to make use of the information. The child with poor auditory

memory may be poor in selling, and if he goes upto the teacher to

ask how to,spell a word, he may not remember it long enough to get back

to his seat and write it down,. He often gets the sounds or'syllables

of a word twisted, reverses number or letter sequences or cannot

remember directions long enough to execute them. He mal be poor in

phonics because he cannot remember the sounds.long enough to blend them.

10
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Often the child has a history of not beingable to learn his address,

nursery rhymes, to -count, or the alphabet.: It is hot uncommon for

the child to be glow ,in speech and articulation. Sometimes he tries

to repeat things to himself in order to rehearse them; hopirig in this

way to'remember.

6. Visual memory--the ability to'corredtly reproduce a sequence

of symbols. One determining factor in-poor visual memory may be a

correlated visualization problem.- The child frequently shoWs reversals

in reading and spelling, in wTiting'his name, in recognizing sight

words, and in finding the right page number. He cannot remember a

word or series of numbers long enough to get to he blackboard to

;

write it. In reading;-_,,hezis dependent upon phonics and often remembers

items better-if he can say them out loud or write them down.

7. Auditory closure--the ability to vocalize a word with a

syllable left out, when heard.

8. Grammatic closure--the ability to use grammar in the righ-

Tlace.

9'. Sound blending--the ability to synthesizethe sounds'into a

-

word.

10. Visual closurethe ability to-add the left-out portion of

a pattern that is seen.

11. Verbal expression--the ability to express one's ideas in

spoken words. A-child with poor verbal expression will answer most

questions with one-word answers or not at all, or he may answer

specific questions but fail to divulge whatinformation he does know

11
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on more oPen-ended questiops- ,werp he has to initiate ideas. He may
i

,-
rely on F,eStur'es to'expess himself. Many of these children would rather

draw a picture 'or demonstrate' with theirAdnds or show how a
thing is

'done than tell about, it. The.young child may point but say nothing

or may spill Out-a few'disCdnnected woras.- The older child can some-

\

times exuesS himself well on paper but does poorly in oral work.

12. Manual expression--thOebil" to express one's ideas in

gestures.
.

13. Visual motor--the ability to coordinate eye-hand skill's.

14. Figure.ground--the ability to recognize certain figures

regardless oesize, shape, texture, or position.

15. Position in space--the ability to discriminate reversals

and rotations of figures presented in series.

16. Spatial4elations--the ability, to recognize the position. of

objects in reldtionship to themselves and of objects in relationship

to any number of.other objects, such as up and down, over and wider,

,

inEide and outside. The child with a problem in this area cannot

tell time.

Causes

Learning disability is not a form of retardation. It is some-
.

times causeeby Prenatal and birth complications, such as inadequate

16*Xygen at the time of birth, brain damage, nutrition factors,

maturational. lag

may occur in as hi'h as 20% of all school children.

high fever, or toxic chemicals during .infancy. It

b.

eq.

12
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Although brain injury isfgssumed to b4 one of th major causes

ofleifting disability,ia-few cases may tvelop from sl.lere eniational
%

i

problems. "A child may develop learning problems,.kfor\xample, if

hi
worldwld is so chaotic that hesimply doesipot go through the normal

0

0

.steps,of ohildhood development; Severe cultural deprivation may also

be at the root.of such problems. A glum chili who is rarely,spokeri
-

to and, has nothing to play wit to develop Ob

-and brain will obviously not develop normally.

unproven theory holds that TV is 14 form of. sensory deprivation. that

.

may contribute to learning disability in some children- -that as Child

. ,

skills of hand, eye,

An intriguing, though

who spends thohsands of hours gawking at' the tube durplg his early

-years does, not spend time exploring his world -arid *lea/ling to relate

.

hifziself to it. There are some type's of:learning disabilities that

run in families and are often inherited through the father's side'

(Lerner, 1976).

°One must be absolutely honest in saying that the exact cause for 4

learning disabilities is not known as yet. Itis diMcult trsay
4

that all LD Children have neurological problems, nor can they all be

iNagnosed.as hyperactive youngsters. To render effective service to

'
those children who'have-learning problems, much research is needed in

4.1r.,this relaeively'ew area of speoilliaeducation.

,a,V

. Since some of the causes of minimal brain dy sfunction appear to

be genetically based, doctors emphasize the necessitylor acomplete
,

ilklinatiop of children Who are, suspected of having learning disabilities.
.

Ttie examination includes:

1.3



Pk-test, for thyroid

Glucose tolerance test

Calcium and complete blood tests

Bone marrow test -to atect endocrine problems

. -,Kidney,examination

Chromosome studies

Electroencephalograph (EEG) test

Screening instruments are used, in areas of intelligence, percep-

tion, language, audiometric, and reading diagnosis. Tests used in

'discriminating children with learning disabilities include tie
,

1. Purdue Perceptual Motor Survey--this test is used to identify

children lacking perceptual motor abilitiesnecessarxjor acquiring

acadetak;:success.
. .

2. Purdue Hand Precision Test--childrenis eye-hand coordinatioj

and varioug skill areas are measured by this test,.

. 3. .Purdue Tegboardr-'-this ti st is for 'checking visual perception,

dominant hand, transfer of patterns, etc.'

4. Repmam Auditory Discrimination Test children are asked to

andituially discriminate between like and different sounds when given
_

/

two words. From items missed,

OP
specific phoneme areas.

the teacher maybe able to identify

5. 'The WechS"Lr Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC)--This

test assesses chien's intelligence perforMance between the ages of

six and sixteen.

-

v
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6. The Wechsler Presthool,and Primary,Scale of*Intelligence

(WPPSI)--designed to cope more-effeCtively with the psychometric

problems presented in testing-children between four and six and a

half.

7. Bender Visual-Mob:it. Gestalt Test (Bender, 1938)--a matura-

tional test in visual motor gestalt functions of children, designed'

to..exp-lore retardation, regression, loss of function, and organic

brain defects in both children and adults, and to explore personality

deviations especially where there are regressive phenomena.

8. Draw A Xan Test (Harris, 19n)--children are asked to draw

a human figure.

9. Cross Motor Tests (Vuckovich, 1968)--this test includes a)

hopping on either foot; b) standing on one foot; c) tandem walking,

.
.

heel-to-toe; d) observation of child's wal#ing gait. sk

,..1.-. .

, .

10. Fine Sensory-Motor Tests (Vuckovich, 1968)--the Fing(r-

Agnasia Test assesses the ,child's ability to recognize; through

tactile sensation, which of.his fingers is being touched by thi

examiner: 4 - .4'.
.O.

Education Facilities for the LD Child,

Educational programming for children with learning disabilities

depends on the definition of the population and the individual -

disorders. Since-there ae,many.reasOns for learning difficulties

and school failures, the group must be defined. Because of the

variety of symptoms Manifested, it is necessary to analyze each child's

learning patterns and problems. The homogeneity, as well as the

1.5
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heterogeneity, of the population must be considered before planning

remedial programs. Without a definition and diagnostic study, there

is little basis for placing children in special education programs:.

Moreover, the methods and procedures are apt to be selected randomly

without a frame of reference or rationale.

Recognizing the complexity of the human brain, as well as the

forms of verbal and nonverbal behavior that a child is expected to

learn,'it is evident that many types and combiafions of problems can

1

result from even a minor disturbance. Whereas some children have

difficulty with perceptual. skills, others have difficulty with:memory.

Therefore, none of the typical diagnostic categories, such as aphasia,

dyslexia, perceptual handicap, or hyperkinesis is sufficiently inclusive

to denote the toEalgroup.-

As a result, one is compelled to use the broad term "learning '

diability" but, simultaneously,to define theindividual problem.

The definition and classification of a learning disability can only

be reached through a comprehensive study of the child,. This is done

by,an interdisciplinary team of several professional persons including

psyAologists, neurologists, pediatricians, eJectroencephalographers,

ophthalmologists, audiologists, specialists in comMunicatiVe disorderS,'

social workers,.and educators. Such a study can rule out problems of

mentalsetardation, emotional disturbance audi,tory and visual acuity,

and other physical handicaps which may hinder'a child's lernint

process.
e. .

One pbint must be made clear: the earlier this comprehensive

,study is done by the multidisciplinary team, the better it is. The
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benefit of eatifidentification of children with special pkobleps

.

.s 4`.

cannot be over -emphasized. Prolonged medical and educational or

enituial deprI vation will only add.to the child's affliction.

Some of the methods which may be used to teach children with

learning dpahliities include:

4L

1. Wa kiut the rail. Children walk forward and backward on.a

2" x4" board 4" on edge. Eyes are kept on a target, such as a

171
colored X past. on the wall. If the child his difficulty focusing

on the target, -1 auditory clue may be given.

2. Pattern exercises. Children lie flat on the floor. They

slide their left,knees fr m a straight to.a bent position and their

left "arms from a °side to a raised position
while turfing their heads

A
.

left. This exercise can also be reversed.
.

3. Rhythms. By keeping time to a metronome, children do different

types of exercises .k

7
.44.- Reading. Chil ren read aloud from their own pack of flash

cards. The words zsed re these the children want to know. 1-cperience

chartA and a
standlard beginning-4'eading series are used;

5. Individual...activities.

a. Games: tor tactile identification.
,

b. Bow-tying.

Form-copying on pegboard.
1."

.....t.

d. Clapping.toge'ther in imitation. ...,,. 4 4 .

..

. ' 4`,
I%

, kern :.,:.

e. C ircle drawing. .

i

.1,w

ft

4
)

f. Circle and vertical line "chalkboard-drawing vslng both r4
.. .

hands simultaneously.

1 ;7
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0
g. Imitating drum-beat patterns.-

h. Using elastic exercisers.

i. Solving the Montessori peg and hole problems. The child

must insert the correct size into the appropriate hole.

6. Visual training. The room is darkened and the children use

a flashlight to follow the curved pathways of a-large pattern drawn

on the board. The children also follow the teacher''s Tlashlight as

she draws a line; square, or other pattern.

A few short years ago there were almost no materials available

for'use in teaching these children. Now the picture looks much brighter.

A partial list of materials on the market at this time follows:

1. Academic Games Development--games for learning.
.:,

2. Auditory Discrimination
Trainla program for pre-reading

. -

and begidning reading.' 4
--,,,,.

.

3. Children's World - -a kit of multi-sensory materials for earl`

N enrichment and screening.
it

1

4. Concept Builders-- write'and see. i

.

,

5. )3 ndy Dog's Early Learning PrOgram--a readiness program.

6. 'Detect=:-=a sensorimotor approach to visual discrimination,

7. Developing Learning Readiness Program -a motor and perceptual

.c

development, program.,

8. The Fitzhugh PLUS Program --perceptual training,
spatial

'organization books, for reading and arithmetic.

9. I Can Do itvisual-motor activity exercises.

10. Inquisitive -- games. -for exploring numbers.

18
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The educational. prospects of children with learning disabilities'

are continually improving and the future of such children is\full of 1

promise. A team approach of diagnosing the problem and tredtment of

it would help the cbild, tremendously to e ither overcome his learning

I.

problems or to Compensate -for them.

4'

""
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